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0 B03MO>KHOM nonaaneHHH p -He'leTHblX 3itJ(j>eKTOB B TSl>KenbIX 

8TOM8X 

PacCMOTpeua SU
2
xU I Kanu6poao'!uasi Teopusi cna6oro H 3neKTpoMar

HHTHoro B38HMOllellcTBHll, B KOTOpoll uellTpanbHblll TOK anpOHOB conep>KHT 

BeKTOpffYIO H 8KCH8nbHYJO '18CTH, 8 p - He'leTHble 3cj,(j>eKTbl B TSl>KenbIX 

8TOM8X, T8KHX K8K 209ei H 133 Cs, nonaaneHbl. TTOK838HO, 'ITC B 3TOll 

Monenu P -ne'leruasi acttMMerpttsi B npoueccax rny6oKoueynpyroro paccesiunsi 

nonsipH30B8HHblX nenTOHOB HyKnOH8MH T8KOI'O >Ke nopS!llK8 oo-4 q2/M2 
), 

K8K H B CT8Hll8pTHOll TeOpHH. 

Pa6oTa· Bbmonueua B na6oparopuu TeopeTn'!ecKoll itJnaHKH OHHH. 

llpenpBBT. 061.e,ABBeBBOro BBCTBTyTa .l,llepswx sccne,llOB&BBI. ,l.{y6ua 1977 

Bilenky S.M., Petcov S.T. E2 -10405 

On a Possible Suppression of the Parity Violation 
Effects in Heavy Atoms 

An SU 2 x u1 gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic 
interactions 1s considered in which the hadron neutral 
current contains both vector and axial vector terms but 
the parity violation effects in heavy atoms (such as 2Mru 
and 133 Cs ) are suppressed. It is shown that the parity
violating asymmetry predicted by this model in the proces
ses of deep inelastic scattering of polarized leptons on 
nuclei has the same order of magnitude (lo-4 q2 /M 2 ) as that 
predicted by the standard theory. 

The investigation has been performed at the 
Laboratory of Theoretical Physics, JINR. 
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Recently, the first results of the expe
riments on possible parity violation effects 
in atomic tranzi tions have been published 111. 
For a linearly polarized light, the polari
zation plane rotation in atomic 209m was 
measured in two distinct experiments. The 

• R lm<flEili> { ,.· results obtained for ______ ,_.._ __ the 
<f IM1 li> 

ratio of the parity non-conserving E 1-tran-
sition matrix element to M 1 - the normal 
one) 

R exp .. -8 + 3 • 10-B 
1 -

Rexp,.,10 • ± 81010-8 
2: . 

are smaller than those predicted 121 by the 
Weinberg-Salam model 131 with four leptons 
and as many quark flavours 1,51i. e., 

R w-s =-3. 10-7 
I 

R ;-s= -4. 10-7 

( the quoted statistical errors in R1x/·repre
serit 2 s.d. ), and within the system~tic 
uncertainty (± lO· lo-8 } are each consis
tent withRzO 

On the other hand, the neutrino experiment 
data/4 / imply the existenc~ of a vector as 
well as an axial vector term in the neutral 
hadr0-n. current. 
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In the present note we discuss whether 
the(V,A)structure of the neutral hadron 
current and the suppression of the parity 
violation effects in heavy atoms are com
patible ~ithin the framework of the SU2 xU1 
unified gauge theories of weak and electro
magnetic interactions. 

The relevant part of the weak interaction 
effective Hamiltonian in SU

2 
xU 1 gauge 

theories has the following general form: 

H"'~ 
y2 

K jz j z , 
a a 

( 1 ) 

M2 
where K= w ( M ,M are th-e masses 

M 2 cos2 0 w z 
z w • • 

of the charged and neutral intermediate 
boson·s respectively, 0 is the Weinberg 

' w 
angle), and 

. z .e . h 
I = I + I , a a a 

e -i z I e y ( Ve + ae y ) e ' 
e,.,e,µ a 5 

( 2 ) 

ih= I q y (v +a y )q. 
a q=u,d, .. a q q 5 ( 3 ) 

The constants vi and ai depend on ·the· choice 
of a particular model and u(d) denote the 
up (down) quarks. In the standard theory 
of weak and eiec tromagnet ic interact ions / 3 ,5/ 

one has: 

1 2 . 20 Vn = - -+ sin 
L 2 · W 

v = ..1. - .A. sin 20 
u 2 3 w 

a e = - } ( e == e 'µ ), 

1 a ::c: -, 

u 2 

'. 1 2 · 2 · 1 
v "' - - + -- sm 0 a "" - -

d 2 3 w' d 2 

and K"" 1. 
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It is well known 16•71 that the main contri
bution to the parity violation effects in 
heavy atoms ( 209 Bi, 133 Cs ) is given by the 
product of the axial vector part of the 
electron neutral current and the vector 
part of the hadron neutral current. In the 
non-relativistic approximation the corres
ponding term of the effective Hamiltonian 
has the following form 161: 

H < i) .. ...Q. 2 K Q - 1 - 1 ~ • P s c1 >+ s ci) a . 1> 1 
PT yT 2me e . e 

where 
Q=-a [(2v +vd)Z+(v +2vd)N] 

( Z(N) i se then number cff protons ( neutrons ) 
in the at~m), and me,a ,Pe are the mass, 
spin operator and momentum operator of the 
electron respectively. 

If the charged lepton neutral current 
has a pure vector structure (a =0), then the 

e 
parity violation effects are strongly sup-
pressed in heavy atoms (which is possibly in
dicated b~ the experimental results /I/ ) • 
In an SU

2 
xU 

1 
'gauge theory the neutral cur

rent of charged leptons can be a pure 
vector in that case only when the theory 
includes both 1-eft-handed and right-handed 
doublets. We shall consider just such a scheme 
in the present note. 
· Suppose that the doublets of the SU 2 xU 1 
gauge theory of weak and electromagnetic 
interactions are as follows 181 : 

(:· L. (~ L. (:·L. ( :"L 
C.L (:.t (:L. CL 
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Here Ne and Nµ are the :field operators o:f 
two heavy neutral' leptons, b and r 
are the field operators of two heavy quarks 
with charges (-1/3) , d -= d cos 0 + s sin0 , 

C C C 

s ,.,_dsin0 +scos0 · ( 0 is the Cabibbo angle). 
c. C C C N" Obviously~ the masses of the leptons e and 

Nµ must be greater than the kaon mass. The 
neutral cu~rents of the charged leptons· 
and hadrons in this s~heme have the form 
(2) and (3) respectively with. 

Vf ,.-1 +2 sin20 w, a f-= 0, 

4 . 2 · . . 
V z 1 - - S10 0 · a z O . 

u 3 , w' u ' 

( 4) 

· 1 2 · 20 - 1 
V ,c - - + - Sln a z: -· - • 

d 2 3 w' d 2 
Note that the neutral hadron current has the 
following structure: 

. h 3 3 1 3 . 2 cm . s 
I "' - V + -A -2 S10 0 J + J a za za Wa a' 

where v;CA;> is the third component of the 
vector (axial vector) isovector current, 
J~ is the electromagnetic hadron current 
and J~ is the isoscalar current. 

Let us list the basic features of the 
model. 

1. The weak interaction Hamiltonian con
tains a right-handed charged hadron current 
iri addition to the le:ft-handed one o:f the 
standard theory. As .is shown in ref. 1~. the 
presence of such a current allows one to 
explain the so-called "high y -anomaly" /IO/ 
in the process ii N➔µ+x and the growth /II/ 
with energy of the ratio o:f the antineutrino 
and neutrino total cross sections 
a(vµ N ➔ µ + X) 
a( v N ➔ µ-X) 

µ 

6 

J 

' 

[\ 
\} 

2. The neutral hadron current contains 
both vector and axial vector terms what 
is in agreement with the neutrind experi
ment data14 /. 

3. If a lepton mixing takes place in the 
present model then the· decays µ ➔ey ,-µ ➔ 3e, 
etc.,can occur. For the heavy lepton masses 
of order of a few GeV the µ ➔ ey decay rate 
might be close 1121 to its experimental upper 
bound. 

4. The neutral current of the charged 
leptons is a pure vector. This implies that 
the cross· sections for v -e andv -e elas
tic scattering processesµare equaf 

a za_ 
vµ e v µ e 

( 5) 

(note that the corresponding differential 
cross sections are equal too) .The experi
mental check of equality (5) can serve as 
one of the basic tests of the theory under 
considerat..ion. 

# • Further on, the charged lepton weak in-
teraction Hamiltonian conservs parity. So 
the parity violation effects in the leptonic 
processes 

+ - . + e +e ➔ e + e 
+ - + -e + e ➔ µ +µ , 

e- + e - ➔ e - + e -

are absent in this scheme. 
The parity violation e:f:fects in atomic 

transitions are due to the contribution o:f 
the axial vector part o:f the neutral hadron 
current and hence :for the heavy atoms (Z>5m 
they are considerably smaller 161 ( approxi
mately by two orders of magnitude) than the 
effects predicted by the standard theory. 
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So we see that if the discussed form of 
the charg~d lepton neutral current is actual
ly realized in nature the rol.e of the experi
ments searching for a possible parity viola
tion effects in high-energ~.electron (muon)
hadron processes essentially increases. 

We shall consider briefly the procBsses 
of deep inelastic scattering of polarized 
leptons on nucleons*: 

f+ N ➔ f+X. (6) 

The parity violation effects in these preces
ses have been considered in detail in 
ref. 1151. They are due to the interference of 
the contributions of the dia_grams with 
exchange of a virtual photon and a virtual 
zo -boson and have order of magnitude 

G q 2 -4 _r_ ___ .,.10 2' 
y2 411a M . 2 

M being the proton mass and q - the square 
of the momentum transferred to hadrons. In 
the CERN-Dubna-Munchen-Saclay experiment on 
deep inelastic scattering of muons on pro
tons1161 which is under preparation the va
lue s o f q2- 5 0 0 Ge V2 are t o be re a c he d . For 
these values of~ the parity - violating 
asymmetry is expected to be of order of 
a few per cent. 

The cross section of deep inelastic scat
tering of leptons with longitudinal polari
zation,\ on unpolarized nucleons has the fol
lowing form: 

*The first experimental study of reaction 
(6) with polarized electron/l3/and muon/14/ 
beams performed recently has given the upper 
bound of the parity-violating asymmetry ~p
proximately by an order of magnitude greater 
than the value predicted by the standard 
theory. 
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d 
2
a d2

a 
2 = (---)o-(l+,\A). 

dq dv dq 2 dv 
Here ( d2 a ) is the cross section for scat-

dq2d v o 
tering of unpolarized particles, and A is 
a parity-violating asymmetry(v is the 
energy t~ansfe~red to the hadr6ns in the 
labor~tory fram~). In.the case under conii-
-deration the lepton neut~al current is a vec
tor so it is obvious that 

A .. A , 
+ -

where A+ is the asymmetry in the reaction 

e+(µ+ )+N ➔e+(µ+)+X 

and A_ is the corresponding one in the reac
tion 

e- (µ~)+N ➔ e-(µ- )+X. 
The asymmetry A for the case of f -p scat
tering in the quark-parton approximation 
is given by: 

G q 2 M2 . . . . 2 
A "" - K --- ___ z _ { -1 +2 S10 0 ) x 

y2 • 2ira M2 +q2 w ( ) 
• z . . 7 

3y(2-y) d(x) 
X--"-~------

(1-i;(l-y)2] [4u(x)+d(x)] 

( u( x) and d( x) are u and d quark density 
distribution functions in a pr6ton,x=..!L:'...2· 

2
, 

v Mv 
y: E ,E is the initial lepton energy in the 
lab. frame; note that the quark sea contri
bution_ to th~ asymmetry is neglected_). 

We shall write down also· the expression 
for the asymme.tfy (t for fixed q 2 . ( the integra
tion over vis carri~d out) for scattering 
of leptons on nuclei with equ~l number of 
protons and neutrons. As follows from (7) 
Cf has the form: 
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a 3 G cf M! . 2 
U., - - --- K --=--(-1 +2 S10 0 ). 

10 ,/J:211a M! + q2 w 
For K,. 1 and q 2 « . M2 we get: 

z 

ff-0.5x10-4 £(-1 +2 sin20). 
M2 . . 

So far the case of twb charged leptons 
has been considered. In the case when more 
than two ·charged leptons are· present 171 the 
charged lepton neutral current is a vector 
if the field of each of them enters both 
into the left-handed and right-handed doublet 
of the SU2 xU1 gauge group. All stated 
above applies equally to that case. 

In conclusion we would like to emphasize 
that in the model we have discussed the 
weak interaction Hamiltonian of the charged 
leptons and hadrons does no~ conserve pari
ty. However, the parity violation effects 
in heavy atoms, sue h as 209Bi and 133cs. 
are considerably smaller than those calcula
ted on the basis of the standard theory. The 
parity-violating asymmetry predicted by the 
model in the processes of deep inelastic 
scattering of polarized leptons on nucleons 
is of the same order of magnitude as the 
asymmetry predicted by the standard theory. 

We are deeply grateful to B.M.Pontecorvo 
and I.A.Savin for usefull discussions. 
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